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The Art Institute Of Chicago IVIore Than Doubles Its Famed
Rubloff Paperweight Collection

Posted: 09/26/2012 2:35 pm

Paperweights? Yes, papenweights! If you can't really envision what they are (or why), you are in luck. The Art Institute of
Chicago, which houses one of the largest papenweight collections in the world, is more than doubling its permanent Rubloff
Papenweight Exhibit from 341 to more than 800 papenweights. For the first time ever, the museum, which has many very rare,

antique examples of the art form, will also dedicate a space to contemporary papenweights.

The museum's exhibit began when famed real estate mogul, Arthur Rubloff. who collected 1472 paperweights in his lifetime,
donated 1,200 to the Art Institute to form the collection in 1978. He was one of a small group of collectors and scholars, who
along with some key American, French and Scottish glass artists, helped generate the papenweight renaissance in the second
half of the twentieth century. The expansion of the paperweight exhibit is due to the tireless work of the Clark family, the
International Paperweight Society Foundation, and the Art Institute of Chicago, through Christopher Monkhouse, Eloise W.
Martin Chair and Curator, Department Of European Decorative Arts.

Antique papenweight grouping, photo courtesy L. H. Selman Gallery of
Fine Glass Papenweights
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"The papenweight collection of Arthur Rubloff is one of the finest in the
world," said Monkhouse. "There are few collections that more fully
showcase the quality of craftsmanship, technological innovation, intricacy,
and beauty of this form. We are extremely grateful for this gift, which will
allow us to enhance the presentation of this collection and more than
double the number of works of art on display for the hundreds of
thousands who visit it every year."

Arthur Rubloff was one of many famous collectors of papenweights since
the dawning of papera/eights as art form in the mid-eighteen hundreds in
France. Papenweights, traditionally made from layers of colored molten
millefiore or lampworked glass encapsulated in crystal forming decorative
designs trapped forever in time and usually the size of your palm, were
originally created with the intention of holding down paper in drafty
nineteenth century offices. Beginning in 1845, artisans from the three
important French decorative glass companies, St. Louis. Clichy and
Baccarat, started competing in artist salons, exhibiting their paperweight
artistry on the basis of technical difficulty, intricacy of design and overall

beauty. These competitions lasted only a few years, and, thus, antique paperweights are very rare and can fetch up to hundreds
of thousands of dollars at auction. For example, a unique Clichy "Basket of Flowers" papem/eight from the classic French
period sold for over $258,000 in 1990.

Famous paperweight collectors have included the authors Collette, Truman Capote and Oscar Wilde, as well as King Farouk
and Chicago investor and generous arts philanthropist, Richard Driehaus. As is with most collectors for their coveted love, the
papenweight collector's interest in papenweights can border on the obsessive. Capote referred to papenweight as "fragments of a
dream," and his sentiment is shared by many collectors. Adored local celebrity social columnist and internet TV host, Candace

Jordan, said this about her love of papen/veights:

Paperweights take me back to a time when craftsmanship was king and based on an individual's talents and dedication unlike
today's machine-made goods which create cookie-cutter creations as opposed to one-of-a-kind works of art. The weights that
are the most valuable boggle the mind with their hand-made perfection and are rarer than hen's teeth. The techniques of
glass-making are especially difficult to master which makes them very special to me. I know that each little cane has to be
perfect or it would've been discarded. I was fortunate in my collecting career to have had a fiilly signed Clichy weight, one of

the most sought after paperweights of all time, and the thrill of purchasing it will never be forgotten.

